Thursday September 15th

Peer Review is Dead! Long Live Peer Review!
Thursday 15th @ 2:00 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. GMT
ALPSP Conference 2016,
Park Inn Heathrow London

This session will present case studies and opinions on how review outside the traditional scientific article is managed, what specific needs HSS publications must address, whether there is a global balance between authorship and reviewing, and how reviewer quality can be assessed (an important factor if reward for their efforts is to be granted).

Monday September 19th

How to be an effective reviewer: A Taylor & Francis early career researcher workshop
Monday 19th @ 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. AEST
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia

Aiming to give researchers the information they need to be able to peer review effectively for academic journals, this workshop covers what is peer review, the aims of effective peer review, why you should consider being a reviewer, and hints and tips on getting it right. Ending with a practical exercise to help potential reviewers identify ways to review, as well as common issues, the workshop aims to make attendees feel confident in accepting a review request.

Recognizing Peer Reviewers: a Webinar to Celebrate Editors and Researchers
Monday 19th @ 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. CEST
Webinar

Peer Review Week 2016 is taking place 19th-25th September, and to mark this important event, the Elsevier Publishing Campus has joined forces with Elsevier’s RRP (Reviewer Recognition Platform) and independent campaigning charity Sense about Science, to host a live online discussion on Monday 19th September, 2016.
Topics covered during the 60-minute webinar will include:
Why recognizing reviewers matters
Ways for seasoned reviewers and editors to share their knowledge with new reviewers
Why performing reviews is important for researchers and what they can learn from it
How editors can build a pool of excellent reviewers for their journal

You can register via the Publishing Campus where you will find a range of other online training and support materials.
Recognising Review: New and future approaches for acknowledging the peer review process.

Monday 19th @ 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. BST

*Webinar*

To celebrate Peer Review Week, Science Open have assembled a crack panel of speakers to discuss the hot issues around peer review, including: — Importance of recognising the efforts of Editors and referees in facilitating and being involved in peer review, and especially ‘open review’; — Value of keeping the discussion going after research is published (i.e., the treatment of peer review as a process); — Innovative technologies and approaches to open and post-publication review; — Visions for the future of peer review. Speakers include: 1. Andrew Preston, Founder of Publons 2. Katie Ridd, Senior Editor at Nature Communications 3. Alexander Naydenov, Co-founder of PaperHive 4. Stephanie Dawson, CEO of ScienceOpen:

Peer Review in the Kitchen

Monday 19th @ 9:30 a.m. EST

*The Scholarly Kitchen*

Stop by The Scholarly Kitchen each day during Peer Review Week for fresh perspectives about peer review and recognizing peer review.

*Peer Review in the Kitchen*

**Tuesday September 20th**

Open peer review Q&A blog with Jeremy Sanders (EIC Royal Society Open Science)

Tuesday 20th

*Live Q&A blog*

ORCID webinar on Peer Review Recognition: One Year Later

Tuesday 20th @ 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. EDT

*Webinar*

This webinar will overview peer review functionality in the ORCID Registry in the year since its implementation. Topics covered include:

- Introduction to the peer review functionality and latest developments
- Case studies of current integrations
- Useful resources
- There will also be plenty of opportunity for Q&A.

*More info …*

Recognition for Peer Reviewers: Building a Culture of Credit in Scholarly Publishing

Tuesday 20th @ 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. EST

*Webinar*

The publishing community is working toward more meaningful and innovative ways to give reviewers credit for the essential work they provide to scholarly publishing. In conjunction with Peer Review Week 2016, this Webinar will focus on some innovative approaches publishers are taking to acknowledge the contributions of their peer reviewer communities. These include working with individual journals to
create a culture of peer reviewer recognition using targeted, journal-specific efforts, building systemic networks of recognition throughout a publisher community, or by integrating with organizations like Publons or ORCID that connect peer review activity to broader publication and research activity. Peer review is just one piece of the research continuum, and individuals that participate in this process should be recognized for their contributions!

CSE Webinar on Recognition for Reviewers

Wednesday September 21st

Recognition for Review

Wednesday 21st @ 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. AEST
Advanced Engineering Bldg (49) – C207,
St Lucia (UQ, Brisbane)

Chaired by the world champion peer-reviewer as per Publons’ leaderboard: Professor Neal Ashkanasy, UQ Business School

This discussion as an opportunity to celebrate peer review and those who are driving it, as well as shed some light on the process of peer review. In synergy with the global community of researchers, representing different institutions, organisations and groups we aspire to further promote the “Recognition for Peer Review”, which is the theme for the year 2016. One of the co-founders of Publons, Daniel Johnston is going to talk about Publons’ view of why championing peer review. We’ll look at the University of Queensland Library and Publons case study – revealing previously hidden contributions to world research.

Participants will also learn first-hand from top UQ peer-reviewers to find the answer to the key questions: why volunteer your time in a busy academic life to ensure quality of published research; at what point in your career is it good to get involved in peer review; what is the biggest challenge in reviewing for a journal and many more.

Peer-review, the backbone of journal publishing

Wednesday 21st @ 8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. CEST
Webinar

What value do publishers place on reviewers and what is their role in the editorial process? How can publishers provide better recognition for reviewers? This webinar will explore these issues from a publisher’s perspective, with examples from MDPI’s experience in publishing nearly 80,000 peer reviewed papers, along with evidence from reviewer surveys. It will also touch upon potential changes in how review is carried out and tips for early career researchers who want to be involved in the review process.

More info ...

Taylor & Francis Peer Review Twitter chat

Wednesday 21st @ 2:30 p.m. – 3:30 p.m. BST
Twitter: #tfPeerReview

Got a question about peer review? Ask our panel of experts questions during our live Twitter chat, led by @TandFEditors and @tandfauthorserv. Pose a question to a panel of journal editors and members of...
the Taylor & Francis team who manage the systems that facilitate peer review, either beforehand or on the day using #tfPeerReview.

**Getting Recognition for Reviewing #RecognizeReview #PeerRevWk16**

**Wednesday 21st @ 9:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. EST**

**Webinar**

Peer Review Week is back! The theme this year is ‘Recognition for Review’ and to celebrate, we’re exploring why recognition matters and how to get it. In this webinar we’ll explore: The researcher’s view of why recognition for reviewing is important – why should you care, and what types of recognition are the most beneficial. How journals recognize reviewer activity – find out what journals are doing to help support their reviews and recognize their contribution. How organizations are helping to facilitate review recognition – hear from two organizations (Publons and ORCID) about their approaches to public recognition for review activity, and how this can benefit your research profile.

**Wiley webinar on Getting Recognition for Reviewing**

**Perspectives on peer review: A panel discussion**

**Wednesday 21st @ 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. EST**

*The Ottawa Hospital Research Institute,*
 *Centre for Practice Changing Research,*
 *Room L1111*

**Watch it live or later:** [http://webcast.otn.ca/mywebcast?id=59530275](http://webcast.otn.ca/mywebcast?id=59530275)

Dr. Deborah Poff, Vice-President Strategic Development at Pacific Coast University for Workplace Health Sciences
Dr. Diane L. Kelsall, Deputy Editor, Clinical of the Canadian Medical Association Journal (CMAJ)
Dr. Jessie McGowan, senior information scientist at the Institute of Population Health in Ottawa

**Perspectives on Peer Review**

**Thursday September 22nd**

**How reviewer comments affect author morale: Need for sensitive peer reviews**

**Thursday 22nd @ 1:30 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. GMT**

**Webinar**

Possibly due to time constraints and the stressful nature of their work, reviewers sometimes end up giving their comments mechanically, without considering the feelings of the authors at the receiving end. This webinar shows how failing to empathize with authors can sometimes defeat the very purpose of peer review. Attending the webinar will help reviewers and editors understand the authors’ perspective and change their approach towards peer review to make it more author-centric.

**More info ...**

**Peer review: a global view – a Taylor & Francis white paper**

**Thursday 22nd @ 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m. SGT**

*Kasetsart University, Singapore*
What do researchers really think of the system which is at the heart of scholarly research? How much of a discrepancy is there between expectation and reality? How do views differ between authors, editors and reviewers? Find out as we talk through key findings from the year long research project, recently featured in The Guardian Higher Education Network. Not in Singapore? Read the research and register for the upcoming webinar.

More info …

Revitalizing peer review. ScholarOne and guests
Thursday 22nd @ 10:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. EST
Webinar

Publishers and journals know how important high quality and timely peer review is to the academic publishing process. Unfortunately, we all know it is getting harder and harder to find experts to review. This webinar presents the solutions that publishers and journals need. We show how you can drastically improve the reviewer experience by integrating reviewer recognition tools into the reviewer workflow. These simple, yet effective solutions have proven to lead to more review invitations being accepted, faster review times and more satisfied reviewers.

Register now

Frontiers’ Peer Review Happy Hour
Thursday 22nd @ 4:00 p.m. – 5:30 p.m. EST
Basement of King’s Learning Institute at King’s College London
Strand
London
WC2R 2LS
AND
EPFL Innovation Park
Building I, Lausanne

Why have one Happy Hour when you can have two? Frontiers is hosting is a Peer Review Happy Hour at Kings College London AND their Lausanne office on Sept. 22 – and you are invited to attend! Space is limited, so sign up today. This is your chance to meet the Frontiers team! You’ll also learn about the latest developments in peer review, while enjoying drinks and snacks.

Register for the London event
Register for the Lausanne event

Wine, Cheese, and #PeerRevWk16 hosted by J&J Editorial
Thursday 22nd @ 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. EST
J&J Editorial
Suite 124,
201 Shannon Oaks Circle,
Cary, North Carolina 27511
Wine and cheese will be served as you explore the J&J Editorial offices and discuss peer review best practices with our team. We invite you to join us to talk about all the ways to make peer review better for our publications. Our speakers will cover topics such as: – Reviewer Recognition Programs – CME Programs for Reviewers – Promoting Reviewers to Editors – Creating Journal Reviewer Guides This event will feature opportunities to discuss peer review tactics and strategies with colleagues working in similar roles. And wine!

Thursday June 23rd

Peer review: a global view – a Taylor & Francis white paper
Thursday 23rd @ 9:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m. SGT
Chulalongkorn University

What do researchers really think of the system which is at the heart of scholarly research? How much of a discrepancy is there between expectation and reality? How do views differ between authors, editors and reviewers? Find out as we talk through key findings from the year long research project, recently featured in The Guardian Higher Education Network. Not in Singapore? Read the research and register for the upcoming webinar.

More info ...

Friday September 23rd

Ask us anything about peer review – Twitter Q&A
Friday 23rd @ 11:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. BST
Twitter: #askIOPP

Join us for a Twitter Q&A on Peer Review with Publishing Director, Jamie Hutchins. Tweet your questions to us using #askIOPP or follow the conversation with @IOPPublishing

Publons #SentinelsofScience Awards
Friday 23rd @ 4:00 p.m. BST
Publons Blog

Publons is celebrating Peer Review Week 2016 by announcing the recipients of our inaugural #SentinelsofScience Awards. The awards recognise the top reviewers and editors over the past year, across the world’s journals, including the: – Top 10% of reviewers for each discipline – Top 3 overall contributors to peer review – Top 3 peer review contributors from the top five reviewing countries – Top 3 contributing editors – Top 3 recognition advocates The awards are proudly brought to you by our gold sponsors: Wiley, Sage, Thieme, Digital Science, Scholar One and Arpha

Find out about the awards on our blog

Peer-review, the backbone of journal publishing
Friday 23rd @ 4:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. CEST
Webinar

What value do publishers place on reviewers and what is their role in the editorial process? How can publishers provide better recognition for reviewers? This webinar will explore these issues from a publisher’s perspective, with examples from MDPI’s experience in publishing nearly 80,000 peer
reviewed papers, along with evidence from reviewer surveys. It will also touch upon potential changes in how review is carried out and tips for early career researchers who want to be involved in the review process.

More info ...

Friday October 7th

Peer Review: Why it Matters and What Lies Ahead
Friday 7th @ 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m. CEST
Webinar

Using the “Best Practices for Peer Review” handbook recently published by the AAUP as a springboard, this panel will consider the importance of the peer review process for university presses as well as some of the practical challenges presses confront. Examining it from the point of view of editors and scholars, the discussion will also consider possible alternatives to the traditional peer review system in light of new technologies and trends in the academy.

Watch recording